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Thank
T
you fo
or inviting me
m to attend th
his importannt event heree at the Herittage Foundaation
today. My
M thanks to Speaker Boeehner and alll the other p articipants ffor their interrest and theiir
commentts.
For a little inttroduction of myself, theere’s one facct from my bbiography that is always
m
not bee aware that I myself am from the Deeep South, riight next to
omitted. Many here might
SR]
Georgia. [SLIDE: MAP OF USS
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Of
O course, I’m
m referring to
t the Deep South
S
of the Soviet Unioon! That’s m
my hometownn of
Baku, Azzerbaijan, wh
here I was born in 1963,, next to whaat is now thee Republic of Georgia.
Of
O course mu
uch has chan
nged since th
hen. There arre no more C
Communists in the Repub
ublic
of Georg
gia – much liike there are no more Deemocrats in tthe state of G
Georgia. Andd Georgia is as
good a pllace as any to
t begin my talk on the Putin
P
regimee’s immunityy to Americaa’s attempts at a
reset. Georgia is currrently under great pressu
ure from the US and otheers to allow R
Russia to joiin
the World Trade Org
ganization, despite
d
two laarge pieces oof Georgian sovereign teerritory being
occupied
d by Russian forces. [SLIIDE: MAP OF
O GEORGIIA AND OC
CCUPIED T
TERRITORIE
ES]

Many
M
in the media
m
and ev
ven some go
overnments rrefer to Abkhhazia and Soouth Ossetiaa as
“disputed
d territories,”” not occupiied, ignoring
g the fact theey were takenn by militaryy force. Ofteen
this is thee same mediia that refers to parts of Palestine
P
as “occupied” by Israel. Despite heavyy
pressure from Putin’ss Russia, Geeorgia has remained stauunchly pro-deemocratic annd pro-westeern,
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and yet it appears that getting Russia into the WTO is of greater importance to this US
administration that protecting the rights and territory of an ally.
Putin’s administration has been quick to boast of this success, celebrating how they kept
Georgia and Ukraine out of NATO. WTO membership will be another feather in this cap. Putin
is making no concessions on Georgia and so far, his belief that doing business with Russia will
trump protecting Georgia seems well founded. Even when a series of terror bombings in Tbilisi
were tied to Russian intelligence, Hillary Clinton only politely hinted at this atrocity, at least in
public. This is just the sort of display of weakness, a fear of public confrontation, that feeds the
sense of impunity that has empowered dictators throughout history. The American “reset” policy
with Russia began right after the Russian-Georgian war, spitting on the deal negotiated by
Sarkozy and giving a clear indication of the Obama administration’s priorities in the region.

I have no qualms about using that word, “dictator” when referring to Vladimir Putin, and
nor should anyone else at this point. What has been clear to the Russian opposition for a decade
should now be clear to any casual observer. Putin has no intention of ever giving up power. That
Russia has these spectacles they call elections does not change anything. To make it clear, I have
a picture here of a Russian polling station, updated again for the upcoming election. [SLIDE:
CARTOON OF BALLOT BOXES, ONE TITLED “PUTIN” WITH “MEDVEDEV”
SCRATCHED OUT AND THE OTHER BOX TITLED “SHREDDER”]
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You
Y can see they
t
keep up
pdating the box
b on the leeft, while thee one on the right never
changes. Here in the US your eleections have fixed rules aand unpredicctable results. In Russia we
have unp
predictable ru
ules and fixeed results!
No
N new politiical parties have
h
been reegistered in R
Russia since 2004. Putinn’s United Ruussia
controls every
e
step of the processs: registratio
on of parties,, finances, caampaigning,, the media, and,
of coursee, the countin
ng. With eveery avenue of
o political oppposition shhut down, thee regime hass
turned to
o closing off every form of public pro
otest as welll. In our marrches, we aree frequently
outnumbered by riot police ten to
o one. Putin understandss force, and m
makes an ovverwhelmingg
show of force
f
wheneever he has th
he chance. [S
SLIDE: PHO
OTOS FROM
M RUSSIAN
N STREET
PROTES
STS AND PO
OLICE ACT
TIONS]
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We
W are proud
d that all the force used in
n all of thesee protests waas on the sidde of the poliice.
We have been entirelly peaceful, with not eveen a broken w
windows, noo burned carrs.
In
n Moscow an
nd St. Peterssburg in partticular, the vvoice of the oopposition iss rarely if evver
allowed at
a all in publlic. Last weeek, Medvedeev spoke at thhe Moscow State Univeersity journallism
departmeent, the famo
ous zhurfak. Except Med
dvedev did nnot speak to U
University sstudents there.
The 300 members off the audiencce had all beeen brought inn from outsiide groups looyal to the
Kremlin while the acctual students were no allowed to att end. Three sstudents, threee brave girlls,
t to get intto the event were
w detaineed. This sortt of circus is very much aalong the linnes of
who did try
the return
n to Soviet methodologie
m
es mentioned
d by Speakeer Boehner inn his remarkks. These pollicies
are prom
moted both in
nternally and
d externally.
And
A please do
on’t tell me about Putin’’s supposed ppopularity inn Russia as a way of
diminishing his oppression of thee Russian peeople. How ddo you know
w? Not long ago, Hosni
k enjoyed 90% approval in last Decem
mber’s electtions. Qaddaafi was probaably near 1000%!
Mubarak
The high
h price of oil allows Putin
n to make paayoffs and too increase thhe budget forr internal seccurity
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forces and propaganda, even while the economic infrastructure collapses. If you must do
business with Putin’s Russia, that is business. But do not provide him with democratic
credentials.

The systematic destruction of Russia’s nascent democracy by Putin has increased its pace
in recent years. This acceleration took place as soon as Putin realized he would face no real
opposition in the West, no matter how many journalists were killed, how many activists were
jailed, how many times gas to Europe was shut off. Here in the West there is a tragic assumption
that dictators follow the same political logic as exists in democracies. In return, Putin’s mentality
has always been that democracy in the West is just another form of control, a successful model
of keeping people in line. That is, he doesn’t believe it is really about the power of the people or
representation, but that the object is to make people think they have a voice, which makes them
easier to control.
And you know what? Putin now thinks he has been proven correct! Every time America
and other western leaders betray their founding principles it confirms Putin’s belief that
everything has a price, that everything is negotiable, that democracy and human rights are just
chips on the table along with gas rights, trade treaties, and weapons agreements. Political
freedom is for sale, just like the former German chancellor he hired to work for Gazprom, or the
10% of Facebook now owned by Russian oligarchs, or the New Jersey Nets.
Putin is happy to trade some small chips, things he doesn’t really care about, as long as
he concedes nothing on the things that really matter to him and his allies. He gives you
something in Afghanistan and maybe you do not complain about rigged elections. He gets what
he wants, and he doesn’t have to worry about getting Congressional approval. (Not to give your
administration any ideas.) Putin was a KGB lieutenant-colonel and you can view his regime’s
history as a series of case files.
[SLIDE: PUTIN AND SET OF CASE FILES LABELED: OPERATIONS
MEDVEDEV; RESET; YUKOS, KADYROV, MAGNITSKY]
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Most
M of you will
w be familliar with the famous casees of Mikhaiil Khodorkoovsky and hiss
company
y Yukos. Eig
ght years ago
o, on this verry date, Yukkos chairmann Khodorkovvsky was arrested
and jailed
d. The richesst man in Ru
ussia was sen
ntenced to eiight years, aand would haave been freeed
today had
d the Kremliin not decideed to invent further charg
rges against hhim in 2007, then this yeear
finally seentencing him
m for anotheer 12 years. In
I 2003 he w
was imprisonned for not ppaying taxes on
the oil hiis company sold.
s
This yeear, the charg
ges were thaat he had stollen the oil he was arresteed
for not paaying taxes on!
o Yukos was
w dismantlled, its assetss quickly solld off to Putin’s cronies,, and
the moneey cleaned with
w a westerrn IPO. Now
w Exxon has bbeen broughht in to sharee the benefitss in
an Arcticc exploration
n deal with Rosneft,
R
the main
m protag onist in the llooting of Y
Yukos. And bby the
way, thiss troubling co
ollusion of American
A
co
ompanies doees not end w
with oil. Therre are seriouus
concerns that the Kreemlin is presssuring Micrrosoft to hannd over the enncryption keeys to their
popular online
o
comm
munication seervice Skypee. We in the opposition iin Russia, annd those resiisting
many oth
her dictatorsh
hips around the world, rely on Skyp e for our onlly secure com
mmunicationns.
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And you know Ramzan Kadyrov, the Chechen warlord who boasted of killing his first
Russian soldier at the age of 15, now put in charge of the devastated region by Putin. Kadyrov’s
agents have assassinated his enemies in other Russian cities as well as on foreign soil. It is hard
to compare what Putin has done to the Russian Caucasus to anything else anywhere. He is not
interested in attempting to better integrate these peoples, who are, after all, Russian citizens.
Putin only wishes to ensure that the unrest does not affect the flow of money into the Kremlin.
And Operation: Reset, what a great KGB success! You thought it was an American plan,
but that is why it has been so effective. You have been kept busy with working groups, summits,
and other superficialities while Putin changes nothing. The most successful part of it has been
Operation: Medvedev. It was a variation of the old Soviet game, letting the West think there is a
chance of promoting moderates, of a rift in the hierarchy. Putin’s announcement that he would be
reclaiming the presidency makes it clear it was always the trick many of us said it was, that
Medvedev has never been anything more than a shadow.
But the US spent considerable time trying to strengthen the supposed Medvedev faction,
dreaming about a split between Putin and Medvedev, fantasizing about liberal reform despite all
evidence to the contrary. A very successful operation indeed.

The success of Putin’s Magnitsky operation is not yet guaranteed, and you here in this
room have a say about its success or failure. The young Russian attorney, active against the Putin
administration, died in police custody on November 16, 2009, just days before the one year he
could be held without trial was due to expire. He had been tortured and denied visits and medical
treatment. There was an impressively impassioned reaction to this horror both inside Russia and
abroad. But two years later, we are seeing Russia’s success at watering down these responses on
the international front.
There have been moves here to take steps that would actually have an impact on the Putin
regime by banning visits from those officials complicit in the Magnitsky case, possibly extending
it to the Yukos case as well. This is the sort of tough action that would actually have an impact
on the vertical of power in Russia, as the low-level bureaucrats begin to feel that Putin might not
be able to protect them and all the money they have stashed in the West. And this is the key. The
Putin regime is best understood not in political terms, but in criminology terms. Not
Kremlinology, criminology! The minions and the oligarchs are loyal to Putin because he is the
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capo di tutti capi and he offers them protection. They can commit any crimes they like in Russia,
but as long as they stay loyal they can get rich and take their money to America, to London,
wherever. This is why the possibility of a strong bill hitting such people caused such panic in the
Kremlin. Top Putin fixer Vladislav Surkov even came here personally to threaten officials with
reciprocity. Russian foreign minister Sergey Lavrov has promised Russia will make a ban list
even longer than the Magnitsky list. Take these reactions as a good sign you are moving in the
right direction!
Pushing back hard and setting a firm, even confrontational line, is the only message the
Putin regime will respond to. They respect only strength. All this talk of engagement
transforming Russia slowly has been disproven. 20 years ago it was expected that Russia would
eventually embrace the manners of the West, but now it’s clear the opposite has happened.
Countries dealing with Russia have conformed again and again to the corrupt practices
institutionalized by Putin. As I said in my testimony on the Hill last June, the system is not
corrupt; corruption IS the system. So if you are going to go after these guys, you have to use
banks, not tanks. Hit them in their wallets, because that is what they care about.
Senate Bill 1039, titled the “Sergei Magnitsky Rule of Law Accountability Act” would
do exactly that, it is a bill that has the real teeth that Speaker Boehner referred to. Just one
bureaucrat punished for his participation in crimes against human rights and the rule of law
would have a huge ripple effect in Russia. Sadly, the State Department has attempted to preempt
such tough action by issuing their own ‘secret’ list for a travel ban on select Russian officials.
This should be seen for what it is, watering down a serious effort with a superficial one. The
entire point must be to publicize the list, to name names, to confront the criminals and their
crimes. Make it clear there are standards that will be defended. Resolution and openness are the
best weapons against a mafia structure.
Jackson-Vanik is an obsolete structure, of course, but do not trivially discard it without
putting something in its place that makes clear America’s commitment to human rights and its
willingness to defend them. Senate 1039 is such a piece of legislation and I would urge everyone
to make it a reality.

25 years ago, Ronald Reagan met with Mikhail Gorbachev in Reykjavik and the last
Soviet leader had an ambitious reset proposal. I remember this meeting well. Reagan refused the
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offer cateegorically, reefused to maake concessiions to a systtem he undeerstood to bee evil, refused to
comprom
mise on princciples where they matterred most.
How
H about th
his as a modeel for a resett with Putin’ s Russia? [S
SLIDE: REA
AGAN AT
BRANDE
ENBURG GATE
G
ON JU
UNE 12, 198
87]

Stand up for your
y
principles. Make a reset that suupports the R
Russian peopple, not our
n clear. As in
n 1987, resollve is requireed. You musst never be aafraid
oppressors. Make thaat distinction
to confro
ont dictators because streength is the only
o
languagge they undeerstand.
To
T remove a dangerous virus,
v
a reset or a reboot iis not enouggh. The entirre system muust be
replaced,, and that is what
w we hop
pe to do. Thaank you.
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